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Show Your Donors What You’ve Got 

For years nonprofit fundraisers have reported donor’s desire for increased financial transparency, to 

the point where the National Council for Nonprofits’ website proposes, “financial transparency helps 

preserve the very-important trust each donor places in a nonprofit with each contribution.” Therefore, 

transparency is an indispensable factor to consider as you get ready to produce your fiscal year-end 

reports to the entire faith community. 

Here are a few suggestions: 

Be honest about the offertory. Whether you have experienced dramatic offertory swings up or down 

or not at all, it is crucial to inform your donors about the last year’s giving situation. It may be as 

simple as charting offertory income by quarter since before the pandemic’s start to show peaks and 

valleys and trends. An additional factor may be the change over from envelope to 

electronic offertory. Notes about changes like these can be appended to or put in boxes 

adjacent to the relevant financial information. An additional factor may be having received 

one or several large gifts which covered the shortfall. Discreet acknowledgment of 

those gifts in the narrative helps folks understand the significance of each donor’s gift. 

“We received these large gifts, and that’s why we ended the year as well as we did.” 

Accurately portray receipt and usefulness of PPP loans. Many organizations survived and 

thrived in FY 2021 due to the timely receipt of PPP loans and their forgiveness, potential, or 

already accomplished. However, transparency demands that you accurately reflect your healthy 

cash flow’s dependence on this extraordinary income. Show it, name it, and explain it. 

Provide sacramental/enrollment and mass attendance comparisons to paint a 

complete picture. The COVID downturn is not simply about economic impact; it is about 

the challenge parishes and schools face in fulfilling their missions. Comparing Mass attendance 

and sacramental activity before and during COVID more accurately reflects the challenges we 

have confronted and hopefully, are overcoming. A quarterly chart in the same format as a quarterly 

offertory, comparing pre-COVID statistics with COVID time, will help all who read your annual 

report understand what is truly at stake during this vital time. 
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The annual report is an opportunity to communicate with parishioners and donors what has happened 

in the past year and your future plans. Include the financial picture along with how the organization 

is fulfilling your mission. Donors are motivated when they know that their contributions are making 

a difference. It is the organization’s responsibility to communicate back to     the donors. 

Here is a list of ideas of what to include in the report: 

▪ Summarized financial results compared to budget and prior year

▪ Statement of Activities

▪ Statement of Financial Position - including restricted cash/investments and

restricted net assets

▪ Extraordinary financial activity (not part of normal operations)

▪ Summary cash flow, cash forecast, or both

▪ Summary budget for next year

▪ Parish demographics: total households, new households added

▪ Sacraments - mass attendance, baptisms, funerals, weddings, 1st communions,

confirmations, ordinations

▪ Enrollment: day school, faith formation, RCIA, bible study

▪ Outreach: e.g., food shelf - number of meals served

The annual report is a great place to tell your story. Make it easy to understand. Charts, pictures, and 

graphics can go a long way in clear and concise communication. Every organization is different, so 

communicate what is exciting, what is challenging, and where you are headed. 




